AUXILIARY LIGHT
MODEL AP72
INSTRUCTION SHEET

This is a 36 volt D.C. light kit that may be used in several ways:

AS A REMOVABLE TROUBLE LIGHT

Secure a Model HT25 Extension Cord. Remove the female receptacle from the cord. Remove the rear two screws from the Auxiliary Light and splice the cord and light cord inside the rear of the light. (Note both wires should be taped to avoid shorts.) Then plug male end of cord into the hand tool outlet of the tractor for operation.

AS A FIXED LIGHT - LARGE FRAME TRACTORS

Remove the rubber suction pads and bolt into the desired location on the tractor, blower or cab. Obtain a second tractor light switch (Part # 243A4531P3) and mount on dash in a place of your preference. Then run one wire from the switch to the positive terminal of the Accessory Receptacle. Strip the light wire and remove the present Accessory Receptacle wire, twist the two together and replace the wires into the Accessory Receptacle socket. Then run the second light wire directly to the negative input of the Accessory Receptacle plug.

AS A FIXED LIGHT ON SMALL FRAME TRACTORS

Wire in same as Auxiliary Headlight Kit, Model AP71.